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OUR MISSION
DigiMax uses true Artificial Intelligence to 
profit from day-to-day volatility, while 
delivering smooth, monthly results to 
investors.

This strategy creates LARGE ALPHA 
returns by capturing the volatility in 
cryptocurrencies while almost 
eliminating the volatility in investor 
returns.

OUR GOAL
Our goal is to deliver average 
returns of 10% per month with 
low volatility.
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Continuous learning by 
machines means even recent 
factor changes are observed

EARLY WARNING FOR 
BIG MOVES:
CryptoHawk gave 12 to 24 
advance notice to be long when 
Musk bought $1.5 billion of BTC 
and to be short before he said 
BTC takes too much power.

Smooth monthly ALPHA 
returns often in double 
digits in one month

RESULTS:

AI draws from 
financial, 

political and 
social big data

Data is continuously analysed 
to find highest correlations for 
immediate future prediction
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HOW CRYPTOHAWK WORKS

AI signals from thousands 
of big data source points.

Portfolio Managers 
make the final 

investment calls.

Back testing 
demonstrates astounding 

for returns and lack of 
volatility in monthly 

returns.

Other’s who claim to use AI simply 
automate technical analysis. 

CryptoHawk is the only AI system to 
truly collect and analyse non-

financial data and correlate it to 
financial data.
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WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?

Exposure to a very uncorrelated high returning asset class 
without the commensurate level of volatility.

Most funds are just a proxy long only Bitcoin exposure. 

Proven ability to use our proprietary signals to make money 
whether Bitcoin and Ethereum are up or down. 

We are generating the upside of crypto currency returns with bond-like low 
volatility. Highly evolving and iterative technology that is constantly looking 
for ways to enhance return while limiting volatility and trading costs.

Adding this fund to any traditional portfolio mix of equity, fixed income 
and commodities would most likely result in lower overall volatility and 
enhanced return.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

a

CUSTODY SECURITY INSURANCE LIQUIDITY INNOVATION
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Admin: 2% p.a.
Annual High-Water Mark: 20%
Fees in Excess of 100% net ROI1 : 30%
1net annual ROI after all other fees

Seneca House Fund 
Management

Sudrania Fund Services Corp.

KPMG

Forbes Hare Pte. Ltd.

SFOX Inc.

SFOX International Ltd.

DMS Bank & Trust Ltd.

Registered Office and Corporate Secretary

Forbes Hare Trust Company Limited
Cassia Court, Suite 716
10 Market Street, Camana Bay
Grand Cayman KY1-9006
Cayman Islands

DIGIMAX FUNDS SPC

FEES

FACT SHEET
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Investment Manager:

Administrator:

Auditors: 

Legal Counsel: 

Custodian:

Prime Broker:

Depository Bank:



MARKETS
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CRYPTOCURRENCY ADOPTION

Market Cap – 2020/9/7 $325 B
Market Cap -2021/9/7 $2.3 T

INCREASE IN DAILY TRANSACTIONS 

Previous 12 month max 24h volatility $116 B
Current 12 month max 24h volatility $229 B

Crypto Daily Market Volumes:

$224bn+
Equities

$138tn

Global Market Annual Volumes:

Currency Options

$858tn

US Traditional Assets 
Under Custody

$200tn

Broader Serviceable Markets:
US Commercial 

Lending

$2.5tn

Traditional Prime 
Brokerage Revenues

$30bn

Other Market Revenue Bases:
Tax Prep. 
Revenues

$11bn



OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM: 
DIRECTORS
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Mr. Hamilton has been associated with the investment and Fund industry for over 
thirty years, as an analyst, portfolio manager and director of well-known South African 
investment houses.  In March 2002, Mr. Hamilton founded Investment Data Services 
Group (IDS), a specialised Fund Administration service provider which had assets of 
$10bn under administration, providing services to private equity funds and 
administering conventional unit trusts in Cayman and Malta. IDS was acquired by 
Sanne Group Limited, a FTSE 250 listed company in 2016.

Ian Hamilton has obtained a B Comm. LLb. and MBA degrees and is Advocate of the 
High Court of South Africa. Mr. Hamilton has also served as a director of the South 
African Association of Unit Trusts and the Fund Management Committee of the South 
African Institute of Retirement Funds. 

He is also a founder board member of the Alternative Investment Management 
Association (AIMA) South African Chapter and was appointed to the Advisory Board of 
the South African Financial Services by the Minister of Finance of South Africa, the 
Honorable Mr. Trevor Manuel, where he was actively involved in the drafting of the 
Hedge Fund Regulations for the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act.

Chris has over 25 years’ experience as a public-company CEO and 
has built successful businesses across multiple categories in the 
United States and Canada having raised more than $500 million in 
funding for these companies from financial centres around the 
world. Chris has a proven ability to lead and has a track record of 
execution, revenue growth and value creation.

Chris has been CEO of DigiMax Global Inc. (formerly DigiCrypts 
Blockchain Solutions Inc.) since its inception in 2018 and has been 
directly involved in the creation and marketing of artificial 
intelligence based, crypto currency related investments.

Chris holds an Hons. B.Comm from Queen’s University in Kingston, 
ON , Canada.

Chris Carl
Director, CEO, DigiMax Global Inc.

Ian Douglas Hamilton
Chairman of the Board
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Mr. Miltiades Caldis founded Seneca House Fund Management in 2017 
and serves as Managing Partner and Chief Executive Officer. Since its 
inception, he has helped steward the firm’s growth by building strong 
infrastructure and relational capital for SHFM. Miltiades acts on the board of 
the investment committee of SHFM having previously advised a venture 
capital fund on early stage VC investment opportunities.

Miltiades spent time on the buy side at brokerages such as FXCM and 
Invest Financial Services managing client portfolios from 2012 to 2014. 
Miltiades realized the scale of challenges faced in successful trading while 
trading for private clients which led him to start
SHFM. Mr. Caldis is a graduate of the University of Cape Town obtaining a 
Bachelor of Science in Property Investment and Finance.

Damon is an experienced stock and crypto trader who works very closely with 
the CryptoHawk data science team as a subject matter expert. During a 15-
year span at Merrill Lynch as a Market Maker and Proprietary Trader, Damon 
traded many different sectors culminating in heading up a $250m Trading 
desk.

Damon was a professional football (soccer) player on the books for Premier 
League West Ham in the UK for 10 years prior to starting his investment career. 
He also toured the US with Team England as a team mate to David Beckham.

Damon Stone
Director

Miltiades Caldis
Managing Partner / CEO
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OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM: 
SUPPORT
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In 2018, Mr. Pilatis joined SHFM in the position of Managing 
Partner and Chief Investment Officer to deliver successful 
investment solutions to investors.

Mr Pilatis established his own investment company, KP 
Investment Solutions, in 2014 focussing on asset movement 
and off-shore structures building a trading book valued of 
over 100 million USD.   Mr. Pilatis started his career at 
Southegg Capital Management where he became Head 
of Trading for FX and Commodities and managed the 
trades for an 18-person team. 

Mr. Pilatis obtained a Masters in Shipping Finance, BSc in 
Business Management & BSc in Economic Analytics from 
the University of Surrey, UK.

Thierry Hubert
CTO, DigiMax Global Inc

Konstantinos Pilatis
CIO, Seneca House

Catherine Ross
Corporate Secretary
Partner, Forbes Hare LLC
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Thierry has 30 years of technology experience with fortune 
100 companies worldwide, including almost 10 years with 
IBM Watson, and is an early pioneer in applying Artificial 
Intelligence to solve Big Data and unstructured information 
challenges. Thierry has received awards, recognitions, and 
grants that contributed to his ongoing collaboration with 
industry leaders. 

Catherine is the global head of Forbes Hare’s Investment 
Funds’ Practice and is based in the firm’s Singapore office. 
She has extensive experience advising on Cayman and 
British Virgin Islands alternative investment and private 
equity funds.



WHY YOU SHOULD INVEST NOW:

DigiMax Growth 
Funds capture big 

Alpha returns 
while delivering 

low volatility back 
to investors – a 

WIN-WIN.

BTC and ETH have 
become a huge asset 
class unto themselves 

as a store of wealth 
against fiat currencies.

Governments 
show no sign of 

slowing spending.

Crypto currencies 
are starting to be 

accepted by 
more and more 

corporations.

Despite their growth in 
adoption, Crypto 

currencies will remain 
very volatile for a long 

time to come – while your 
portfolio should have 
some exposure to this 

asset class, it should also 
have volatility protection.
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